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This branding report will look into the following
to give reasons and examples of bradning work

for Peace One Day:
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TYPEFACE
Thie Peace One Day typeface is Coolvetica.

This is the mark on all branding work for the organisation.
Clean, distinctive and legible, available in one weight

only for consistency reasons.     
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TYPEFACE
The typeface contains only standard form, the

reason for consistency. For headings and text to
stand out there are 5 colour options available to

contrast against the original body copy.    



LOGO
The logo acts as the most visible element within

the Peace One Day organisation. The use of 
Coolvetica is a guarantee of quality throughout

all the branding work for print and online design.    

The smooth outer circle shows clean, crisp and modernity   

The white text on the inside works well against the blue,
making it clear to read.   

The very faint gaussian blur behind the white shape and
the typography, shows that the organisation ‘shines’
and also that it is a premium and proud organisation.  

The outer white shape - Thinner on the left, thicker on
the right, with a thin horizontal line at the bottom indicates

the initials for peace one day, in symbolic form. 

full colour greyscale black and white



LOCK-UP
The relationship between Coolvetica and the logo

is called the lock-up, which provides the means
of consistent presentation thoughout the branding

process in all types of media. 

On each letterhead sheet, the
logo will be displayed in the

top left, the reason being 
because it is formal and the

viewer will look straight at it.
The Heading will always be in 

a dark blue font colour to stand
out from the rest of the body 

copy. The footer will always
include an email address and

a link to the website.
Copy will always align towards

the image. If no image exists, the
paragraph will be center aligned.

Letterhead



A1  
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A4 A5 

A5 

PRESENTATION

All 
presentational
work will be
displayed on
all paper 
sizes ranging
from A5 to A1



PROMOTION & 
ADVERTISING

To achieve marketing goals succesfully and effectively,
Peace One Day must widen promotion and advertising both 

online and print based. It is important that the layout and format
is structured and mostimportant of all, consistent. This is vital

because by seeing a piece of promotional/advertising work,
the viewer should automatically know that it is Peace One Day
organisation. It is important to inlcude a link to the website on
everything, because in a world that is constanly moving online,
it is a quick and fast way for the audience to get information

about the organisation and get people involved.

LANDSCAPE POSTER PORTRAIT POSTER

All posters lansdcape and portrait 
will include a small black banner
in the bottom right hand corner.

Inside this will contain the strapline,
website and logo.



COLOUR PALLETE
Colour is one of the most important elements

withing the branding process. Consistent colours
make the brand/ organisation more easily recognisable

for customers and the general public.

This colour will always be used as Peace One Days main 
colour, the reason it being easy and peaceful to look at. 

This colour will acompany the above colour within the
organisations advertising and promotional work, when
the advertising looks dull. Also headings will be this colour.

This orange colour will be used for special notices/notes
on the Peace One Day website, to make them stand out
from the blue, very good contrast.

This plain white will always be used within Peace One
Day design work, as the colour is in the logo and body 
copy will always be this colour if backgrounds are dark.

This black will always be the main colour of standard
body copy for Peace One Days website, letters etc.
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BUSINESS CARD
SAMPLES



STATIONARY

peace one day

peace one day

Stationary is an essential for part of 
promoting the organisation and this
will include the Peace One Day logo

or the organisation name/brand name.

Stationary ranges
from pens and pencils
to rulers and rubbers.



MERCHANDISE 
FOR PROMOTION

Merchandising is 
essential, not only

does it promote the
brand, but the products

used to promote will
also raise awareness

of what the brand stands
for and what they are 

trying to achieve.

Merchandise will
range from bags
and Peace One 
Day gloves, to 
stickers, hats

and socks.
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